After many tests on particle accelerators, not only has the understanding of the diversity of particles that
exist in the atomic nucleus not reached, but a huge confusion impossible to explain. At this point, I would
like to state my prediction about it in my 1992 model. "The Standard Theory flaws: When more sub-atomic
particles are discovered, less sense the Standard Theory has". The answer and solution to this enigma is
simple, according to this model: Atomic nuclei such as solar nuclei (electrons, planets, etc.) are unique
particles that can be destroyed in as many particles as we want to do. As many nuclei as their resulting
particles are those that create around them the gravitational and electromagnetic fields that define the orbits
and charges according to the dimensions of these particles. In the nuclei we should not look for the charges,
because they are not there, but in the electromagnetic fields of the periphery.

Allow me to expand the level coefficients a bit.
Space and time (and also mass) are relative (multiples), between different cosmic levels, for example
between atoms and stars. Contrary, speeds are similar. Analyzing space and time, both at our level and at
any level of the Cosmos, we see that space and time are relative because they are obtained by own
parameters of these levels. In atoms, the unit of length could (as was done here) be taken as a minimum
portion of the length between the pole and the equator of an electron. The unit of time could be taken as a
minimum part of the duration of the rotation of that electron. And so in practice, they would be similar to
ours, divided by Lfc (2Pi x 10^22) or ratio coefficient between two consecutive levels (for example between
atoms and stars). For example our sun and its equivalent atom the neon (radius): 0.83 x 10^-10 m. x 6.28 x
10^22 = 5.2 x 10^12 m. of radius Likewise the mass is relative (multiple) Mcf (2Pi x 10^55), between
consecutive levels, for example between atoms and equivalent stars. For example our sun and its equivalent
atom, the neon: 1.66 x 10^-27 kg. x 20 x 6.28 x 10^55 = 2 x 10^30 kg.

I n the contrary the speeds between levels are equal: Since both parameters (space and time) are in the atoms
divided by Lfc, the velocity of the elements in these atoms would be equal to ours, since the velocity is equal
to the space divided by time. v = e/t And this is true for all elements, such as electron spinning, motion of
neutrinos, nucleus rotation, etc. and of course for the light.
For many years this model has been checking its worth with all the observations that are being given.For
example, a few years ago it would be said that neutrinos have no mass, and for them my theory and these
coefficients argued that they did have mass and how much they had: (The masses of our moons divided by
Mcf)Well, now I know that they have mass and specifically give the values that these coefficients adjust.

(between 10^-29 to 10^-35 grams)These values can be adjusted with the coefficients, using the moons of our
solar system which are the neutrinos at the atomic level, as mi model exposes.

Friends,
Allow me to give you a number that is important to me in my cosmology settings: The Level Coefficient.
This number represents the coefficient or dimensional ratio (in length) between two cosmic levels, for
example between atoms and stars. The value of this coefficient (Lcf) is 2Pi. x 10^22, and multiplying it by
any element of our level, we get the dimensions of the equivalent element at the atomic level. I give some
examples: If we take the rotation radius earth on the sun, and divide it by Lcf, we obtain the radius of
rotation of the third electron of an atom equivalent to our solar system, which would probably be a neon
atom. 1.5 x 10^11 m. / 6.28 x 10^22 = 2.4 x 10^-12 m. if we measure the radius of our solar systems and
multiply it by Lcf, we are measuring the radius of our equivalent atom, the neon. 5,2 x 10^12 m. / 6.28 x
10^22 = 0.83 x 10^-10 m. If we measure the radius of our moon, and divide it by Lcf, we will be measuring
the radius of a neutrino. 1.7 x 10^6 m. / 6.28 x 10^22 = 2.7 x 10^-17 m. Moreover, If we sit on the garden
floor and draw a circle around us of 1 meter in radius, and divide them by Lcf, with this result we can
consider that we are drawing a circle around us on an electron of any atom. 1 / 6.28 x 10^22 = 1.6 x 10^-23
m.

Black holes should not exist.
I always felt that black holes were like the "cookie monster", something that scares a lot but doesn't exist.
And it still seems to me because the explanations given about them are contradictory to their postulated
nature. For example: 1 .- One of the evidence provided is that the exterior of galaxies seems to rotate much
faster than expected, and therefore have to have a black hole in its centre. And this is incongruous, because
if at 50,000 light years the gravity of the black holes influences the rotation of galaxies, then there could be
no stars less than 1 light year due to then they will be captured and absorbed by the black hole. That is, the
centre of the galaxies would only be occupied by the black hole, which would be visible to us. 2 .- The
emission of energy (quasars) proves that black holes exist. No, it is not possible because is postulated they
do not let escape even the simplest and dim light.

Surely almost all of you will tell me that this exposure is incorrect. However I am convinced that it is correct
and being a basic point of my cosmic model I have to put it here. Stars, like atoms, are surrounded by
magnetic and electromagnetic layers that prevent other stars from penetrating into these layers and can
collide nuclei against nuclei. That is, the collision of stars is not possible, (unless they go in the opposite
direction and at speeds close to light C). This is demonstrated because if it were not so in the compact nuclei
of the galaxies, there would be constant collisions, leading to the collapse and destruction of these galaxies
central nuclei. Therefore the star nuclei no matter how compact they ever become they never will produce
star collisions.

1/2 I would like to explain a little better what a black hole should be (as I understand it) by following a little
the rotational cosmic mechanics we know. With the dimensions that are said to have black holes, these
should be extremely powerful, and to get an approximate idea we can multiply that of our sun by the 4
million lots that say they have some black holes. If you look at our solar system, all the planets rotate around
the sun, but nearby planets have to rotate at high speed, such that: "planet that does not rotate - planet that is
absorbed by the solar nucleus." And in the supposed black holes? of course, the same thing but
extraordinarily more extensive. Therefore near to it, many stars would be absorbed, and the next ones not
abserved would have to rotate ultra-fast. Well, being that they rotate ultra-fast they must to be in the rotation
equator, but those that are above and below this equator could not rotate at this speed and this way they have
two option: To be attracted to the equator to rotate faster, or if they are more close to the poles, they would
be absorbed by the black hole. The explanation follows.... 2/2
2/2 That is, immediately upon the formation of the black hole, a dark center would be formed without stars
either above or below this black hole, and much further from the black hole, a spiral of stars rotating rapidly.
As this is not what galaxies show, but quite the opposite, a center quite populated with stars, even polarly, it
is clear that black holes do not exist in the center of galaxies, they are simple theory, very interesting of
course, but simple theory.

Gravitational constant in atomic nuclei Friends, As some of you have asked me to make some adjustment
regarding the consideration of my theory that at the level of atomic nuclei gravity has the same magnitude as
at our level, (surface of the earth, the sun, etc.) because I put this setting, (theoretical of course), according to
my cosmic model. In it, it is considered that due to the high density of the atomic nuclei, both matter and the
gravitational constant for these nuclei are increased in relation to the increase in density, that is, about 10^11
times. It is thus put into the drawing these considerations, where the gravitational constant Ga applicable in
the atomic nuclei is adjusted and then the theoretical example of what gravity would be produced at the level
of the hydrogen nucleus is set.

Molecules of stars
Stars and atoms are orbital systems with the same characteristics and elements, so stars should also tend to
form "star molecules" formed by two or more stars. Their alignment will be the same as in atoms, and they
can even share planets that orbit over more than one star. This means that in our galaxy most of our stars
will be forming sets of two or more of them. But there will also be many cases of solitary stars, mainly due
to the dispersion they have when forming a galaxy. Two interesting points of the possible star molecules can
be:
1.- All stars have planets, and their number depends on the dimensions or mass of the solar core.
2.- Star molecules in many cases can share or have common planets that revolve around two or more stars
in the set.

I put an extract of my atomic model. As you can see, it is a planetary model that consists of magnetic
(positive) orbits and gravitational (or valence) layers. The gravitational layers are much more extensive
because gravity decreases with a square of the distance (2N^2, 2N^2) and they are doubled because each
side of the atomic nucleus rotates in the opposite direction. On the other hand, as we see in the atomic
bonds, these are carried out by alignment of the polarity of the N-S atoms and the rotations of the electrons
also follow this (equatorial) direction.

My cosmic model has consisted of the integration of common phenomena in a unique theory (theory of
everything) with the observations and tests carried out until today. The result and conclusion has been to
consider that the Cosmos is structured in exponential levels, some composed of the sum of smaller ones,
(similar units of the macrocosm -stars- composed of units of the microcosm -atoms-). The coincidence

between levels has been such that I have come to the conviction that it is a completely concurrent and
explanatory cosmic theory. Well, one of these coincident points is the phenomena of light. When a system
unit (for example the atom) is destroyed or undergoes imposing structural changes, it emits energy particles,
and the smallest of these particles acquire great acceleration and a final velocity C (speed of light). These
light particles are composed of small accumulations or groups (usually in the form of a disk) of units of
matter of the lower level. But this phenomenon also occurs at higher levels such as the destruction of the star
(giving high energy cosmic rays) and even at a higher level (the supra-stars) whose explosion and
destruction would give us the galaxies That is, photons, high energy cosmic rays and galaxies are the same
phenomenon, but at different levels.

Merry Christmas to all of you. Nothing technical: a simple fun. Question 1: - Who was previous the hen or
the egg? Answer: The egg. Becuase eggs was born about 300 millions years or more. Question 2: Who was
previous the hen or the hen egg? Answer: The hen, Because to be a hen egg it is necessary that the hen exists
before.

Friends, I put the procedure of molecular bonds according to my cosmic model. I do it because I understand
that it is very complicated, inaccurate and difficult to understand through the quantum explanation of the
QM. Atoms as orbital systems they are, when rotating, they produce the magnetic polarity N-S, as if they
were small magnets. And precisely this polarity is what makes them align and couple to other atoms to form
molecules. The simplest alignment is the linear, but under suitable conditions such as pressure, atoms can
take other suitable alignments taking into account their spherical shape. These forms would be the tetra (four
atoms) and the hexa (six atoms as seen in the drawing) and would also depend on the electrons they need,
the energy in that place, etc. By acting as small magnets and taking the N-S alignment, the molecules would
have two directions of union, by N or by S. And this would give us two types of molecules, the Cis and the
Trans. * Vital molecules are normally spherical (three-dimensional), but not cyclic (two-dimensional). I
believe that this methodology is supported by observations such as that many molecules retain a certain N-S
polarity. In addition, the work on magnets shows us that atoms can be aligned and externally produce this NS polarity.

Particles, In the drawing: All particles have mass, including photons. Nothing gives mass to the particles,
they already are matter and mass. The solitary particles are always positive, since the accumulation of matter
and energy are themselves positive charges (great density of energy). To become neutral or negative, the
particles have to bind and form large-volume orbital systems (more volume, less density of energy). So the
electron to be negative must have its neutrino in rotation. If they don't have it, it's a positron. The atomic
nuclei can be destroyed (particle accelerators, fission) producing almost infinite particles of any smaller

dimension, and positive for being born alone, and will immediately seek to be coupled to others to neutralize
their charge. Apart: Antimatter does not exist, only positively or negatively charged particles. If they exist,
they should be endowed with antigravity, and as we see that does not happen. Great accumulation of matter
in big particles (i.e. atomic nuclei) produce electromagnetic fields of forces around that act at diffrent levels,
as can be, positive electric orbits, nuclear radiactive forces, thermic forces of emission or capture of energy,
nuclear great magnetic forces that destroy the nuclei. etc.

This issue is related to chaos. Contrary to what it seems, chaos is the basis of the development and evolution
of all cosmic elements. The cosmos seems to be designed with incomplete elements and avid to find others
that complement them. Logically, if the initial elements of the cosmos were perfectly defined and in a total
equilibrium, then no transformation or evolution would be necessary to improve. So, from chaos and
imperfection, all cosmic creation is born. Chaos produces the interrelation between the cosmic elements, and
in their walk, when they find other complementary elements join them to form a better set of elements.
Therefore, the search for a partner; the creation of societies, towns, cities, etc., it was already in particles,
atoms, molecules, etc., it is not an invention of animals and humans. Therefore we could establish an order
in cosmic creation. 1.- Chaos to interrelate elements. 2.- Symbiosis to unite them properly. 3.- Constant and
continuous evolution of nature. Then, evolution would be the daughter of symbiosis, and the granddaughter
of chaos.

Contrary to Einstein's postulates, I believe that the gravitational mass is equal to the inertial mass. Einstein's
problem was that it was believed that a constant force on an object remained indefinitely in its potential and
that this force had to become inertial mass. But I understand that this is not the case, and that the force that
the cosmos manages has a maximum speed of execution C, with which the force applied decreases with the
acquired speed until it becomes null at its speed of execution, in this case speed C.

This point of my cosmic theory refers to the energy structure of atoms. To be stable, the atoms must contain
an energy density corresponding to their dimensions. For this reason, when they give up an electron and lose
an outer orbit, it becomes smaller and is forced to emit the energy left over for the new dimension. The
forces that regulate this energy are the electromagnetic forces and they are the ones that drive the excess
energy (in the form of particles) to the outside of the atom. But they do not emit all them at the same speed,
since the smaller the more acceleration and speed they reach. This is because the driving forces are the same
for all particles, but the smaller ones will be more accelerated due to their mass and according to the simple
formula a = f / m Where f would be the force field and m the mass.

Hello friends, I put an approximation to everything theory, explaining it according to the schemes and
methodology of the standard theory. As we see here, I consider that Higgs fields and bosons are only
obtained in particle accelerators in extreme conditions, but they don't exist in nature. On the other hand, its
function is perfectly fulfilled by Gravity, which are the fields that give mass to the particles. In the same
way, the electromagnetic fields are likewise produced by the large particles around them, giving rise to the
electric and electromagnetic charges of all kinds. Thank you https://lnkd.in/dU-XPFc

I put drawing and simple explanation of the reason for the speed of light C. As you can see, the speed C of
light corresponds to the maximum development speed of cosmic energy. That is, all energy and its
manifestation through forces, has a speed of development and a intensity. In the force fields, the intensity
depends on the density of energy lines that it contains, and the maximum drag speed depends on the type of
field, but in the Cosmos the existing forces have a maximum development value of C. Why this speed?
surely due to the initial proportion of the union of space and universal motion in the universe structuring.
These two qualities of energy can be observed in many physical events, machines and physical
performances, for example: --In the gearboxes (transmission) interchange power-speed - Current
transformers, Intensity-voltage - Lever, power-speed

Friends I send drawing on the dilation that as you see I think is a simple observation distorted by the speed
of the medium that gives us the information, the speed of light C. That is, Lorentz's formula does not tell us
how the event we are observing really is, but how we observe it from a distance. That is, physical events are
independent of observers, whether these observers exist or do not exist.

Friends, here I send a topic (Dimensional geometry) that surele will be rejected by the most people: *
Dimensional geometry measures and works on existent quantities of any dimension. For example, the
distance (or magnitude) defined and measured from 1 to 8 successive elements is 8 (i.e. meters), where both,
the first one 1 and the final one 8 are included. (Which would imply the existence of space quanta or space
points) * Euclidian geometry measures and works on not existent quantities of dimensions. For example,
Euclidian spatial longitude is the distance between two not existent spatial points, because these points have
zero magnitude, and so, not well-defined situation. Properties of the dimensional geometry: divisibility and
reversibility. "The reversibility is a property that allows us to divide indefinitely to any dimension,
conserving each one of the divided parts all the properties of the initial dimension; and having at the same
time the property of being united and summed all these parts to build and form newly the initial dimension".

Friends, As I see that we have problems with relativity in time dilation, because I put a drawing to
differentiate between real time events, and time observed in the different frames of reference. The example
is that of a rocket on a trip to Mars at half the speed of light, and that both a round trip is showing us a movie
that we observe from the earth. We see that the movie is broadcast during the outward journey, and again on
the return trip. And that the trip lasts 8 minutes. On the way out we see that the movie is going to slow
motion, while on the way back the movie is going in fast motion. But really the film is projected in real time,
what happens is that we see it with relativity, although within the rocket the film has its normal emission
time, which is the same that it will have if we project it on earth. Therefore, Lorentz's formula is applicable
to us, but for observation from the earth, not for the reality of the rocket. That is, dilation does not affect
time, it is our observation that dilates.

Friends, I send you drawing with relativity considerations

Time dilation and length contraction. Td--If near to light speed inside a rocket have 0.1 of dilated time, then
inside the rocket the observer would measure a speed of 300,000 km / 0.1 = 3,000,000 k / s. What is
impossible. Due to the by mean of the exterior observation of suns, planets, galaxies, etc., he see to be
travelling through a static space to 300.000 km./s Lc.--In this example, if length contraction exists, then it
cannot be the exterior space to the rocket because this space does not move, but the interior space that move
at C. In these circumstances, the rocket, its atoms, its electrons, etc. they would contract until they
disappeared to the speed of light. What is impossible.

Friends, I put one of my conclusions on the relativistic questions of simulteneity, local times and spaces, in
which I express my conviction that space and time are really stationary and not relativistic. For example, at
any time within Spain, millions of events will be taking place simultaneously with respect to the global time
of Spain. And it doesn't matter if you can observe or not such simulteneity

For those who might still be interested, I expose a drawing of my atomic model (classic model) where,
among others, you can see formulas of atomic radii, and orbital radii of electrons.

I expose you drawing-explanation about the magnetic force as an important element in the cosmic structure.
For more information visit my atomic model: https://lnkd.in/DkFYka

Firstly, sorry to the QM lovers. 1.- The first consideration tells us that the situation of orbitals cannot be
demonstrated or followed, but it must be accepted as a postulate that they are there. 2.- However, to make a
statistic or calculation of probabilities it is necessary to observe and count the events of the study, as well as
to see and review when the probability is met and when it is not. Every calculation of probability has easy
formulas of elements that fulfil the calculation (A/non-A), that is, we observe the elements and then we
analyse their valuation. You cannot give a real, serious and credible probability of something that is possibly
a simple desire of its existence. That is, every calculation of probabilities has to be demonstrable and proven,
if not, it is a simple state of disaffection. Is there a valid calculation of probabilities in the world that cannot
be proven correct? Malicious assumption: We will not be repeating the story of the Emperor's new clothes
with quantum mechanics?

Friends, for those who might be interested in it, I give you a very short summary of my atomic model. The
summary is in my below web, here I only put drawing with some data. https://lnkd.in/d_4RJ3S

Possible wrong search on accelerators. A stable universe would need to be supported by stable particles. On
the contrary, what particle accelerators do is destroy stable particles to give us unstable particles, which are
said to be the fundamental particles of the Cosmos. This seems to be a wrong proceed.
I want to apologize to quantum physicists for putting these conclusions, but I think I should expose them
because I am convinced that I am right. I'm sorry.

Dear friends, I put a drawing on the distribution of orbitals, which I believe is incorrect in quantum
mechanics. Why? because for such distribution the nuclei should have the capacity to create Cartesian
coordinates around them, and an ability to distribute them properly over those coordinates. And that seems
to have quantum physicists, but not atomic nuclei.

Friends I put you drawing on the deformation of space-time that seems to be incorrect. Fernando

Friends, I give you my ideas about the large amount of water that exists on earth. https://lnkd.in/dZVkvf3

How many inhabitants do you think the earth can withstand for good health and ecology?

Orbital coordinates and their eccentric orbits Here are exposed formulas and representation of eccentric
orbits. In reference to the orbital eccentricity, the formula is relative to the radius of ellipses that seems to be
more logical and easy of understanding (r2/r1) – 1 because the eccentricity is measured in radii, not in
decimal that could be difficult of assimilating. https://lnkd.in/d5pBbbg

I expose you a divice of camera obscura that allows several experiments as single, double slits and others.
Thank you.

I expose you the window experiment to see and revise a little easily the problem of the single and double
slit experiments. Thank you. https://lnkd.in/dB9X25h

Orbital coordinates with web summary https://lnkd.in/d5pBbbg

Formulas for dimensions of atoms, general and simplified:

Real physics and virtual physics "Real physics is the one that the Cosmos builds structures and manages. For
that the Cosmos uses its basic elements (space, time, energy, etc.) join and directed by its multiple basics
physics laws. That is, all is natural and existent, and not dependent of us the humans." "Virtual physics is
eminently human, created and designed by humans without being subject to any of the physical laws of the
Cosmos. That is, when we act with elements and laws that do not exist in the Cosmos". So, virtual physics
exists in our minds, but not in the real world. If more, see web…. https://lnkd.in/dvi4BTn

Quantum explanation for Gravity. Simple quantum explanation: "Gravity consists of quantum fields of lines
of concentric energy that is produced by any matter or material particle around it in a spherical way, which
gives mass to itself and to any other particles that are within this field." Speaking in quantum language, any
quantum of matter produces a minimum quantum field of gravity, and vice versa, any quantum field of
gravity enclosed a central quantum of matter. Due to these fields are constructed by particles or material
bodies, these fields spread in spherical shape around the particles in a inversely proportional way to the
square of the distance to this nuclear matter. The gravitational fields and their given masses are stable
because the particles and the matter that produce them are also stable. https://lnkd.in/dzNCqfw

Hard criticism to the quantum mechanics: We all see as in the cosmos all systems with a central nucleus that
exerts its power on the surrounding satellites makes its influence in spherical, rotational, spiral, etc. But also
the cosmos is in continuous motion in each and every one of its points, and therefore the application of
coordinates of motion is needed, that is, using a system of radial coordinates, all this to maintain a balance
motion, forces, momentums, charges, etc. Radial coordinates Ps = R (o + w.t) (Ps - position of the orbital, Rradius of the orbital, o- initial angle, w- angular velocity, t- the time, which is common for all orbitals) What
cosmic physics never does is apply a system of Cartesian coordinates to distribute the orbitals, because with
it you can never get this necessary balance of forces and moments. The Cartesian coordinates are elements
of our mind and ways of thinking and adjust mathematically, but we should not pretend that cosmology
follows our rules, but to learn theirs. On the other hand, there is no classical physics or quantum physics;
there is cosmic physics, where equal elements follow equal rules; where nuclei with satellites complete
equal rules to any level.

Sign for inverse value of any parameter or operations. =i= https://lnkd.in/dnjP22b

General concept of interferences: In the double slit experiment, a regular interference among waves only can
ocurr with the same wave and peak, but not among different waves y particles. Therefore, the current
attempt of demonstration of the duality particle/wave in the double slit experiment is erroneous.
https://lnkd.in/djDD2Sa

Friends, I expose you the Key numbers for the Cosmos Structuring.

The floating point index Hello friends, I put you webpage with drawing on the Floating Point Index, a
simplified method to make many simple operations applying a floating index concept. Thank you for your
kind. Fernando, https://lnkd.in/daiiHJb

Friends, this is a drawing summary of the forces and elementos that compose and building the Cosmos.
Thank you.

Main Cosmic elements and forces, as for my cosmic and atomic model.

Friends, For those who could be interested in the Squaring Pi, I put its Diagram. Thank you
https://lnkd.in/dwA46Pp

How planets get water: Water, hydrocarbons and life on the earth. (Cosmos model) So quantity of water in
earth shouldn’t come from of water asteroid because of then all other planets would have the same quantity
of water. Water should be manufactured inside our planet in successive and long periods of atmospheric
cycles of transformation. Generally water is produced mainly in atmospheric cycles in planets with the
adequate temperature and common gases, such as NH3, CO2, together the energy of the suns. This is
explained in the next page. https://lnkd.in/dZVkvf3

Fourth dimension: the multi-worlds. (cosmos model) Possibly many of you will be offended and upset by
these thoughts, but I think it is my obligation to expose them: The fourth dimension of space conforms the
universe in multi-world levels, two of which are our stellar level and the atomic level. But there are many
more levels, all being equal with rocks, rives, life, animals, plants, etc. That is, at the atomic level electrons
are equal to our planets in our star level, with plants, animals, etc.

Light and photons. Light aren’t waves, but only well located particles https://lnkd.in/gKh92zx

The man and the testosterone The below page tell us summary on the development of men on the earth.
https://lnkd.in/eJThvnz

Tale on Uncertainty The Farmer and the Quantum Physicist Friends, I put link with a short tale on
uncertainty https://lnkd.in/dgDHFua

Cosmospathy: Interrelation human intelligence - Cosmic intelligence Cosmospathy can be considered as a
nascent quality of intelligent and sensitive interrelation between the whole Cosmos and the mental capacity
of humans. https://lnkd.in/gqUC4_D

Brief summary of the possible cause of the cancers, consistent with a failure of the Cellular Maintenance
System in animals. https://lnkd.in/eA2ME4g

Activar enlace para ver una imagen más grande.

The speed of light is relative and different to any other object in motion. For example, if we launch a rocket
near to speed of light together with a light ray, the relative speed of this ray is different regarding us, than
regarding the rocket. And it does not matter where different observers are located. The traveled space and
time are stationary and is not changed or handled by observers.

The waves duality of particles is not logic, (or possible) in physics. Is not given in our cosmic level
(macrocosms), where a planet, a rock, a moon, has not this duality. The same occur in the microcosm,
because the wave duality means continuous waste or consumption of energy. Waves to any level and
magnitude, means continuous inertial changes and continuous consumption of energy. Waves of water, air,
sound, motion of electrons in waves form, any type of oscillation, etc., produce waste energy. Say,
stationary and stable waves or oscillation don’t exist without waste of energy. So, quantum duality, string
theory, etc., etc., all those are simply mental recreations.

Fourth dimension of space: The Cosmos or Universe has the exponential property of mathematics (1,
10,100,1000 etc.) and so, it is structured in successive levels in such a way that minor units, as can be atoms,
unite among them to form other bigger units as can be stars, and so forth, with the same properties,
elements, physical laws and way of structuring. https://lnkd.in/DkFYka

